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The challenge

•Reimagining a website that had:

- 7,000 pages, some of which hadn’t been edited in 20 years

- Valid critiques of outdated/offensive content

•Legacy databases

•Technological limitations 

•LAC’s unique role (web archiving, etc)

•Competing priorities, project fatigue and limited resources



Our objective



What does this mean?



Our workflow





What was ready for launch

- A new URL (library-archives.canada.ca/ or bibliotheque-

archives.canada.ca)

- A new navigational structure (based on themes, topics, and 

tasks)

- New content for three main topics (Indigenous history, military 

history, and family history/genealogy

- Searching Collection Search directly from the home page

- Migration of 18 legacy databases 



What we’ve done since (9 months later)

- Launch of Census Search beta (integrating all 17 major census 

databases, 1825-1921)

- Adjustments to the navigational system to make it more user-

friendly

- Relaunch of the ATIP system

- Relaunch of the database, Second World War Service Files -

War Dead, 1939-1947

- Development of a feedback tracking system









Example: Before (Black Canadian genealogy)



Testing templates in Figma



The final page



Before and after



Before and after



What you will see in the next few months

- My shared research lists

- My circulation requests

- Consolidated FWW databases

- 1931 Census

- Migration of the remaining legacy databases

- Introduction to the archive and archival research help pages

- More research help pages

- Relaunch of the Government of Canada Web Archive



We want to hear from you!

If you have feedback, please send to servicesweb-

webservices@bac-lac.gc.ca

If you are interested in a more in-depth look at what we are 

doing and how it relates to your work, we are happy to 

present in more detail



Thank you!
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